
  BEFORE THE ARKANSAS WORKERS’ COMPENSATION COMMISSION

CLAIM NO. F806810

GREGORY MCCARTER, EMPLOYEE CLAIMANT

NO WAY PULPWOOD, INC., EMPLOYER RESPONDENT

AMERISAFE RISK SERVICES, INC.,
INSURANCE CARRIER/TPA RESPONDENT

OPINION FILED AUGUST 11, 2011

Hearing conducted before ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE MARK
CHURCHWELL, in Little Rock, Pulaski County, Arkansas.

The claimant was represented by HONORABLE EVELYN BROOKS,
Attorney at Law, Fayetteville, Arkansas.

The respondent was represented by HONORABLE MICHAEL E.
RYBURN, Attorney at Law, Little Rock, Arkansas.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

A hearing was held in the above-styled claim on June 7,

2011, in Little Rock, Arkansas.  A Prehearing Order was

entered in this case on January 31, 2011.  The following

stipulations were submitted by the parties and are hereby

accepted:

1. The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has
jurisdiction.

2. The claimant was an employee of the respondent
employer.

3. Date of the incident: May 1, 2008.
 
4. The claimant sustained a compensable injury to his

cervical spine on May 1, 2008.
 
By agreement of the parties, the issues to be litigated

and resolved at the present time were limited to the

following:

Claimant:

1. Claimant’s right to receive TTD benefits
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(underpayment).

Respondent:

1. Compensation rate.

2. Attorney fees.

The record consists of the June 7, 2011, hearing

transcript and the exhibits contained therein.  

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has
jurisdiction.

2. The claimant was an employee of the respondent
employer.

3. Date of the incident: May 1, 2008.
 
4. The claimant sustained a compensable injury to his

cervical spine on May 1, 2008.

5. Because the claimant owned and worked for a sole
proprietorship logging business, this case
involves exceptional circumstances in which the
claimant’s average weekly wage cannot be fairly
and justly determined using the formulas described
in Arkansas Code Annotated Section 11-9-518(a) and
(b).

6. In light of the vandalism to the claimant’s newest
equipment in July of 2007, his business’ reduction
in staff beginning in the second half of 2007, and
the company’s increased payment rate from $11 per
ton to $16.50 per ton from the respondent in late
2007 or early 2008, I find that basing the
claimant’s average weekly wage for his 2008 injury
on his net weekly business gains during the four
months that he operated his business in 2008 is
fair and just to all parties.

7. The claimant’s net weekly business earnings of at
least $1,541 per week for the four months that he
operated in 2008 are sufficient to entitle the
claimant to the maximum compensation rates in
effect for an injury sustained in 2008.
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DISCUSSION

Although the parties have stipulated that Mr. McCarter

was an employee of No Way Pulpwood, Inc., for purposes of

being covered by workers’ compensation insurance, the

evidence also indicates that Mr. McCarter owned and was

operating a sole proprietorship logging business when he

became injured on May 1, 2008.  The issue presently before

the Commission is how to determine Mr. McCarter’s average

weekly wage for purposes of calculating appropriate

compensation rates.

Arkansas Code Annotated Section 11-9-518 provides in

part:

(a)(1) Compensation shall be computed on the average
weekly wage earned by the employee under the contract
of hire in force at the time of the accident and in no
case shall be computed on less than a full-time
workweek in the employment.

                        ....

(c) If, because of exceptional circumstances, the
average weekly wage cannot be fairly and justly
determined by the above formulas, the commission may
determine the average weekly wage by a method that is
just and fair to all parties concerned.

     The Commission has previously determined that the

proper measure of a sole proprietor’s average weekly wage is

his net earnings after deducting business expenses,

including depreciation deductions, from gross earnings. 

Hunt v. Lovett, Full Workers’ Compensation Commission,

Opinion filed on September 16, 1996 (E218307).  The Arkansas
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Court of Appeals upheld as “just and fair to all parties” in

a recent case the Commission’s deduction of all claimed

business expenses from a sole proprietor’s gross receipts,

as set forth in a business owner’s federal tax returns, in

determining his average weekly wage.  Vite v. Vite, 2010

Ark. App. 565, ___ S.W.3d ___.  

In the present case, as in Hunt and Vite, I conclude

that the most fair and just manner to all parties for

determining Mr. McCarter’s average weekly wage is to

determine his net business earnings based on his gross

receipts and his business expenses.  The next question is

therefore which years of business earnings and expenses to

include in making those calculations.

By way of history, between approximately 1998 and the

middle of 2004, Mr. McCarter’s logging business was

contracting with Green Pine Timber out of Camden, Arkansas.

(T. 10-11) According to Mr. McCarter, Green Pine Timber was

not as large as No Way Timber.  The company used only three

contractors, and that company did not have the resources to

compete to buy timber on good ground.  Consequently, the

contractors for Green Pine Timber worked little in the

winter or in wet weather. (T. 11) Green Pine Timber also did

not supply its own trucks for hauling, so with that company

Mr. McCarter had to subcontract trucking which was

approximately one-third of his expenses. (T. 12)
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Beginning in 2004 and continuing until his injury in

2008, Mr. McCarter contracted with No Way Timber.  No Way

Timber was considered one of the big companies that can

compete for timber on good ground. (T. 11) 

Mr. McCarter’s two newest pieces of equipment, a Hydro

Ax cutter and a CAT skidder were vandalized in July of 2007.

(C. Exh. 1 p. 5) Insurance paid $105,000 for the loss in

February of 2008, and most of that money went to the bank to

pay off the loan on the equipment. (T. 34-35, 90-91)

After his CAT skidder and his Hydro Ax cutter were

vandalized in July of 2007, Mr. McCarter reduced his crew to

only one employee, and his business operated with only one

employee until Mr. McCarter became injured on May 1, 2008. 

At the time of his injury in 2008, Mr. McCarter was one of

approximately twelve contractors cutting and loading timber

onto trucks for No Way Pulpwood. (T. 9-10) No Way Pulpwood

paid Mr. McCarter by the ton. (T. 20)(T. 14, 40) Mr.

McCarter operated his own chainsaws to cut the trees. (T.

40) His one employee operated Mr. McCarter’s older Clark

skidder. (T. 39-40) Mr. McCarter also had a timber loader in

the woods, but a No Way Pulpwood truck driver would use Mr.

McCarter’s loader to load the cut timber onto No Way

Pulpwood’s truck for transport. (T. 40) 

Using the old Clark skidder, Mr. McCarter’s loads

decreased from 40 to 50 loads per week down to 15 to 20

loads per week. (T. 40) However, Mr. McCarter testified that
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1Mr. McCarter became injured on May 1, 2008, and has
not gone back to work since.  Therefore the 2008 income is
for approximately four months of operation. (T. 43, 48)

the payments he received from No Way Pulpwood had increased

from $11 per ton to $16.50 per ton because of his work

associated with Great Lakes Chemical. (T. 41-42) The Great

Lakes work, which began in 2008, involved cutting all of the

trees necessary to increase the width of a 20 foot pipeline

right-of-way to 75 feet on each side of the pipe.  (T. 14)

Mr. McCarter testified that the job was paying more because

it was extremely hazardous work cutting and removing timber

near a pipeline. (T. 15)

Mr. McCarter has offered into evidence federal tax

forms prepared for the years 2003 through 2008.  These tax

returns identify the following gross income, business

expenses, and net income for the indicated years:

Year    Gross Earnings    Business Expenses    Profit
                          And Depreciation

2003    $280,700          $269,071             $11,629   

2004    $300,689          $287,493             $13,196

2005    $224,567          $191,620             $32,947

2006    $196,262          $159,570             $36,692

2007    $195,281          $159,709             $35,572

20081   $70,584  $34,260   $36,324

However, Mr. McCarter did not have the 2007 and 2008

returns prepared until 2010, long after the injury and long
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after the respondent began paying Mr. McCarter disability

benefits at the statutory minimum $20 per week. (C. Exh. 1

p. 27, 31) 

I note that Mr. McCarter’s tax records list the

following Section 179 and five year depreciation schedule

business deductions on the two pieces of equipment that

burned in 2007:

Year    CAT skidder              Hydro Ax Cutter

2002    24,000 + 10,200          --------

2003    16,300                   6,000 + 12,800

2004    9,792                    20,480

2005    7,344                    12,288

2006    7,344                    9,216

2007        0                        0

2008        0                        0

Total  74,980                    60,784

Unclaimed 75,000-74,980=20.     70,000-60784=9216.

Mr. Walters, who prepared Mr. McCarter’s 2007 tax

returns, but not his 2008 tax returns, testified that, under

circumstances where the Hydro Ax burned in 2007, some

depreciation should have been taken on the Hydro Ax in 2007,

if the Hydro Ax was placed in service in 2003. (T. 56-58)

Based on Mr. McCarter’s 2003 tax forms in the record, I find

that a preponderance of the credible evidence indicates that

Mr. McCarter placed the Hydro Ax into service in 2003, that
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2The respondent also questioned at the hearing two
other items: the lack of any reported interest paid on
equipment loans in 2007 and low reported insurance expenses
in 2008.  Neither party presented any documentary records,
in addition to the relevant tax returns to indicate that the
tax forms in evidence were inaccurate in these regards, and
absent any evidence tending to show that Mr. McCarter in
fact paid on his equipment loans in 2007, or showing that he
paid higher insurance premiums than reported for 2008, I
find the tax forms in evidence to be the most persuasive
evidence in the record on the accuracy of these expenses.

3As indicated on page 7 above in this opinion, I
calculate the allowable but unclaimed depreciation for 2007
on the Hydro Ax cutter to be $9,216 rather than $9,223.

he had available in 2007 his fifth year of depreciation on

the Hydro Ax, that he did not list the depreciation, and

that his business’ allowable but unclaimed depreciation for

2007 was $9,216.

     At the hearing, the respondent specifically identified

three specific defects2 in these tax forms: (1) the 2007

form does not list $9,2233 in remaining depreciation

available that year on a Hydro Ax cutter that a 2003 tax

form indicates was placed in service in 2003; (2) the 2008

tax form does not include any labor cost for the single

employee to whom Mr. McCarter paid $70 to $80 per day during

the four months while the business operated in 2008; and (3)

neither the 2007 or 2008 tax form list the applicable

gains/income due to depreciation recapture that resulted

from insurance paying $105,000 in 2008 related to damage

that occurred to Mr. McCarter’s depreciated Hydro Ax cutter

and CAT skidder in 2007.
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The respondent also pointed out at the hearing that Mr.

McCarter’s tax forms in evidence indicate lower net earnings

in the earlier years submitted and higher net earnings in

the later years, at least in part because Mr. McCarter used

a Section 179 write off in the early years and a five year

depreciation schedule on his equipment.  The respondent

argues that any fair and equitable way of calculating Mr.

McCarter’s income will result in a very low compensation and

may involve multiple years’ of earnings. (T.8)

Under the totality of the circumstances, however, I am

not persuaded that Mr. McCarter’s average weekly wage should

be based on multiple years of business income as the

respondent seems to contend.  I point out that Mr. McCarter

selected a five year depreciation schedule for each piece of

equipment for federal tax law purposes many years before he

became injured.  There appears to be no dispute that his

federal Section 179 tax write-offs and equipment

depreciation deductions were allowed by federal law in the

years that he took them.  I note that his net income, and

therefore his federal tax income through the years, depended

not only on his write-offs and deductions, but also on the

nature of his business.  His depreciation deductions all

ended in 2007.  His newest equipment was vandalized and

taken out of service in 2007.  His business plan changed

after the vandalism, and he was operating in 2008 on a more

lucrative contract before he got hurt.  
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Under these circumstances, I conclude that the most

just and fair means to calculate Mr. McCarter’s average

weekly wage is to base that calculation on his 2008 business

earnings.  In concluding that Mr. McCarter’s average weekly

wage should be based on his 2008 business earnings, and not

include net earnings from previous years as the respondent

contends, I also note that Mr. McCarter’s contract had

increased on the Great Lakes project from $11 to $16.50 per

ton.  The Arkansas Court of Appeals has previously affirmed

a Commission finding that, where a worker’s contracted rate

of pay increases within the 52 weeks preceding the injury,

the Commission can base the average weekly wage calculations

on the most recent rate of pay before the injury.  See

Cracker Barrel v. Lassiter, 87 Ark. App. 286, 190 S.W.3d 911

(2004) Consequently, I find more persuasive the argument of

the claimant’s attorney that Mr. McCarter’s average weekly

wage would be more fairly and accurately determined if

based, to the extent possible, on his higher 2008 rate of

payment of $16.50 per ton, rather than his prior rate of

only $11 per ton.

In determining Mr. McCarter’s net business earnings for

2008, I first note that, even if Mr. McCarter was entitled

to a $9,216 depreciation deduction for the Hydro Ax cutter

that he did not take on his 2007 tax returns, as the

respondent appears to contend correctly, there is no

question that the five year period for taking that deduction
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had started in 2003 and had therefore ended before the 2008

tax year.  Consequently, no adjustment to Mr. McCarter’s

2008 business expenses appears appropriate for any allowed

but unclaimed 2007 depreciation deduction.

With regard to Mr. McCarter’s failure to list any labor

expense for his employee in 2008, and Mr. McCarter’s likely

liability for taxes on the disposition of his Hydro Ax

cutter and his CAT skidder when insurance paid on that

equipment in 2008, my calculations indicate that Mr.

McCarter’s business was so profitable on the Great Lakes

pipeline project in 2008 that, even if I deduct $80 per day

for seven days per week in labor costs for the four months

that Mr. McCarter’s business operated in 2008, Mr.

McCarter’s net earnings were still sufficient to entitle him

to the maximum compensation rates in effect for an injury

sustained in 2008, determined as follows:

Maximum 2008 Labor Cost (January 1 - April 30) =

($80/day)x(121 days) = $9,680

Net Reported 2008 Earnings Without Labor Cost =

     $70,584 - $34,260 = $36,325

Net 2008 Earnings After Subtracting Maximum Possible
2008 Labor Cost =

     $36,325 - $9,680 = $26,645

     Weekly Net Earnings For 121 Days In 2008 Before Injury:

     $26,645/[(121 days)/(7 days per week)]= $1,541.14/week
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I note from Commission Advisory 2000-1 that the maximum

compensation rates in effect for an injury sustained in 2008

are $522 per week for total disability and $392 per week for

permanent partial disability.  To be entitled to these

maximum compensation rates, an injured worker must have a

minimum average weekly wage of $784 per week (i.e., $392 per

week x 2).  

Since I conclude that the most fair and just measure of

determining Mr. McCarter’s average weekly wage at the time

of his 2008 injury is his business’ weekly net earnings in

2008 earned prior to that injury, since Mr. McCarter’s

calculated weekly net earnings in 2008 before his injury

were approximately $1,541 per week, and since that earnings

rate is nearly double the $784 per week required to entitle

an injured worker to the maximum compensation rates in

effect for 2008, I find that Mr. McCarter has established by

a preponderance of the evidence that he is entitled to

benefits at the maximum compensation rates in effect for an

injury sustained in 2008, even without considering the

additional $105,000 in 2008 income that Mr. McCarter will

likely be taxed on when the Internal Revenue Service becomes

aware of the $105,000 insurance payment that he received in

2008.

I do note, however, that consistent with the

respondent’s comments during the hearing, the provisions of

26 U.S.C. § 1001, 26 U.S. § 1033, 26 U.S.C. § 1245, and 26
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C.F.R. § 1.1033(a)-2 do suggest the following tax treatment

related to the depreciated cutter and saw: (1) Because of

Section 179 write-offs and depreciation deductions taken or

allowed before 2008, the adjusted basis of the Hydro Ax

cutter and the CAT skidder were already approximately $0

when insurance paid $105,000 for the equipment in 2008. (2)

The $105,000 difference between the $105,000 realized from

insurance and the $0 adjusted basis was supposed to be

reported by Mr. McCarter to the Internal Revenue Service.

(3) Mr. McCarter had two years from 2008 to purchase similar

replacement equipment in order to avoid paying taxes on the

$105,000. (4) Mr. McCarter was supposed to report the matter

to the IRS on his 2008 tax returns, i.e., in the year he

received the payment from insurance. (5) Mr. McCarter did

not report the matter on his 2008 taxes, and he did not buy

any replacement equipment by the end of 2010. (6)

Nevertheless, pursuant to 26 C.F.R. § 1033(a)-2(c)(3) the

IRS could yet provide Mr. McCarter an extension of time to

purchase replacement equipment and avoid taxes on the

$105,000 in income if Mr. Carter should seek to replace the

equipment and if the IRS determines that Mr. McCarter has

“reasonable cause” for not being able to replace the

equipment within the normal two years.  

Marty Walters, a tax preparer, took issue with the

respondent’s contention that Mr. McCarter will have income

to report from recaptured depreciation and Section 179
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deductions where insurance paid $105,000 after the equipment

had essentially been fully depreciated for tax purposes

before the vandalism.  Mr. Walters testified at the hearing

that Mr. McCarter would not owe any tax related to the

insurance payment of $105,000 on the equipment, since the

majority of that payment went to pay off Mr. McCarter’s

loan. (T. 63) However, IRS regulations, consistent with

federal precedent, indicate that “the amount realized” from

a disposition of property for tax purposes includes the

amount of liabilities from which the transferor is

discharged as a result of such disposition.  See generally,

Chilingirian v. Commissioner of Internal Revenue, 918 F.2d

1251 (6th Cir. 1990) and the regulations, prior cases, and

rationale discussed therein. 

Again however, since by my calculations Mr. McCarter

had sufficient net business earnings in 2008 to entitle him

to the maximum compensation rates in effect for a 2008

injury, even without regard to the additional income of

$105,000 that he may someday be assessed with by the IRS for

tax purposes for the 2008 tax year, I make no finding at

this time as to whether or not the IRS will in fact find Mr.

McCarter delinquent in his taxes for failing to report

$105,000 in additional income in 2008, as the respondent

contends. 
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AWARD

The respondents are directed to pay benefits in

accordance with the findings set forth herein.  All accrued

sums shall be paid in a lump sum without discount and this

award shall earn interest at the legal rate until paid,

pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-809, and Couch v. First

State Bank of Newport, 49 Ark. App. 102, 898 S.W.2d 57 

(1995), and Burlington Industries, et al v. Pickett, 64 Ark.

App 67, 983 S.W.2d 126 (1998); reversed on other grounds 336

Ark. 515, 988 S.W.2d 3 (1999).

The claimant’s attorney is entitled to a 25% attorney’s

fee on all indemnity benefits to which the claimant will

become entitled as a result of the findings herein, one-half

of said fee to be paid by the claimant and one-half to be

paid by the respondents in accordance with Ark. Code Ann. §

11-9-715 and Death & Permanent Total Disability Trust Fund

v. Brewer, 76 Ark. App. 348, 65 S.W.3d 463 (2002). 

The respondents are directed to pay the court

reporter’s fees and expenses within thirty (30) days of

billing.  

IT IS SO ORDERED.

__________________________
MARK CHURCHWELL
Administrative Law Judge


